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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AHL PEPIHITION3 OF TERMS USER
;
The interdependence of science and society lias perhaps ij
I
never been more clearly indicated than in the present atomic '
age. It is the attitudes and sense of social responsibili ty of i
i>
students who are preparing to enter science that will largely It
!i
determine the patterns and direction of growth of this country l|
II
'I
as it progresses through the atomic age. i
I . THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem . It was the purpose of this study
to determine the extent to which the atomic bomb and biological
warfare influence the attitudes of advanced college science
students (at the junior, senior, and graduate levels in the
fields of chemistry, biology, and physics). The attitudes which
the study planned to uncover were a positive attitude on the one
hand that our present civilization will continue despite the
atomic bomb and biological warfare, and a negative attitude on
the other hand that these destructive scientific achievements
will destroy our civilization. Their attitudes reflect resultait
confidence or lack of confidence in their future as a result of
atomic and biological weapons which are capable of shattering
our civilization.
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Importance of the s tudy » The scientists who create i
destructive weapons have helped to produce positive or negative;
attitudes to varying degrees in most thinking individuals as top
the continued existence of our civilization. It was therefore
j
necessary to knov; the type of attitude which young scientists
j
will bring to science as they prepare for their future and
j
adjust to their environment; and, since many of these
individuals may soon be associated directly or indirectly with
further research in atomic energy and biological warfare, their
attitudes are of direct concern to this nation.
In addition, the Atomic Energy Commission is stimulating
and aiding the discussion of this problem in summer school
workshops, one of which is planned for the summer of 1949 at
Harvard University Graduate School of Education. Teachers who
have actually experimented with units in atomic energy will be
invited to participate. This thesis should be an aid to those
groups studying attitudes which concern atomic energy and its
social Implications.
II. UEFIHITIOHS OE TERMS USEE
Attitude . Allport^ considers^ an attitude to be a '*...
mental and neural state of readiness, organized through
1 Gordon ¥, Allport, "Attitudes,” A Handbook of Social
Psychology (Carl W. Murchison, Editor; v/orcester, Massa-
c hus e 1 1 s : Clark University Press, 1935), 1195 pp.
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experience, exerting a directive or dynaanic influence upon the I
individual's response to all objects and situations with which '
2 jjit is related. This general theme is stated more succinctly
J
5 jby Thurstone and Ghave
,
who utilize the term to . denote li
the sum total of a raan^s inclinations and feelings, prejudice '
j
or bias, preconceived notions, ideas, fears, threats, and |
4
convictions about any specific topic."
As used in this study, the concept ^attitude* was in-
terpreted as meaning the inclination (in this case, written) of
an individual concerning a definite topic or situation. In this
case the situation was the atomic age, which has engendered
certain attitudes. A positive attitude was here interpreted as
an exijression o f confidence in the continuation of our civiliza-
tion even with the threat of atomic and biological v/arfare. A
negative attitude v/as here interpreted as an expression of
disbelief in the continuation of our present civilization, with
a corresponding implication of the possible or probable destruc-
tion of our civilization by atomic and biological v^arfare.
2 To id ., p. 810.
3 L. L. Thurstone, and E. J. Ghave, The Measurement of Attitude
(Ghicago: University of Ghicago Press, 1937), 96 pp.
4
Ibid
. , pp. 6-7
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Civilization* The term civilization was here interpreted
as meaning oin* present cultinre, characterized by organized
groups of individuals living in states striving for progress
and freedom from armed conflict among themselves.
SoG ie ty . Tlie term society was here interpreted as inea.ning
the organized groups to which all individuals belong, and to
the betterment of which constructive scientific achievements
are directed.
III. ORGAmZiiTIOlI 0? RSIIAI^inSR OR THE THESIS
This study was organized to state a problem and to present
a review of literature dealing with the aspects and certain
ramifications of this problem. The problem ms defined as a
study to determine the extent to which the atomic bomb and
biological v,warfare influence the attitudes of advanced college
science students (at the junior, senior, end graduate levels in
the fields of chemistry, biology, and physics). The attitudes
v/hich the study planned to uncover were a positive attitude on
the one liand that our present civilization will continue
despite the atomic bomb and biological v.^arfare, and a negative
attitude on the other hand that these destructive scientific
achievements will destroy our civilization. The survey of
attitudes instrujnent is then described, along v/ith methods used
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analyzed, and followed Toy a summary and conclusions. A
compreliens ive abstract of the thesis followed by an annotated
bibliography conclude this study.
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REVIEW OE THE LITERATURE
Worthy studies have heen made of student attitudes toward
1 a 3 ^
war hy Jones, Ivostenbader
,
Porterfield, and Pradel"; toward
5
social situations by Kelly ; toward respect for rights by
Glaffey » find of the effect of the atomic bomb on IT, 3,
7
citizens^ attitudes toward international relations. This
latter poll most closely approximates the theme of this
thesis, but a. study of the impact of v^eapons such as the
atomic bomb and biological warfare on the attitudes of those
going into science has not, at this writing, been published,
Tiierefore, literature dealing with certain social and
philosophical aspects of positive and negative attitudes, ideals
and human achievement v/as consulted, as well as the purely




-13, January, 1942. .
2
Louise II, Kostenbader, Does War Prighten Ghildren?** Ilation*
s
Schools , 34:30-1, Sex^tember, 1944 .
3
Austin L. Porterfield, "Opinions About War," Sociolo^rv and
3oc ial Re search
,
22 : 252-64, Ja,nuary, 1938 .
4 Gertrude Pradel, "Attitudes and Knowledge of Ghildren Regard-|
ing the Present World Grisis, 'World 7/ar II." Unpublished A.
H, Thesis, Boston University Graduate School, 1944, 108 pp,
5 E, Lowell Kelly, "Students^ Attitudes Toward Typical Social
Ins t itut ions , " Psychological Bulletin, 32:748, November ,1935.
Rose Glaffey, "A Study in the Attitudes of 5th Grade Ghildren
Regarding Resp)ect for Rights and Property," Unpublished Ed ,11,
Thesis, Boston University School of Education ,1947 , 46 pp,
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scientifiG baakground data on the atomic horii'b, guided missiles,!
and biological warfare. First to be considered, however, v/as
|
the position of science education concerning the socio-science '
relationship, vdiich is a conaomitant of the atomic age.
Literature on science education's role to7<ard social con-
dit ions
.
A priinary function of the science instructor as he
prepares students for their places in science was summed up and
clearly delineated in this statement from a highly worthwhile
report on science education, which suggested that;
The causal role of science as a basic faator in
many of our present social and economic problems de-
mands that the science teacher set the goals of in-
struction well beyond the narrow confines of the
specialized sciences ... It is becoming increasingly
more important that the science teacher seek out the
socia.l implica.tions of his materials of instruction,
and deal with them in such a way that they give promise
of having more carry-over valiie to aid the pupil as he
attempts to adjust to the problems encountered in his
daily living.^
This pla,inLy indicated the proposed stand of science educa-|
tion as its contribution to the harmonious interd.ependence of
science and society.
Literature on At omic Bnerp:y , Campbell,^ writing of the
discoveries necessary before the atom could be channeled for
scientific purposes, described the reasoning processes through
which scientists 7;ere able to arrive at what he calls "(The most
8 Science Education in American Schools, Forty-Sixth Yearbook
of the hatibnai Society for the bt udY of E due action. Part I,
1947. c. 141,
9 John*\7t *Canrp'^ll, The Atomic Story (¥ew Yorks Henry Holt and
~ Compaay, 1.947 J, p."**.
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8intangible of the great discoveriee)
,
that energy and matter
are simi)ly two different aspects of the same thing, as much the
same as a lump of ice and the steam in a boiler, With the
realization of this fact and the determination of the impor-
tance of uranium, scientists had the basic facts necessary to
enable them to proceed with plans to bombard the atom.
"This new atomic bomb," va’ote Kaempffert “^is the
natural evolution of discoveries which began with radioactivity
12
and v^hich readied a critical stage in 1939." He further
described the experiments of the German physicists Kahn and
Strassmann in bombarding uranium with neutrons, leading to the
isolation of W-235, which was the desired isotype of uranium.
The crystallization of years of vision, hope, and sweat
by unnumbered scientists was the first atomic bomb which was
dropped August 6, 1945 on the Japanese city of Hiroshima, The
terrible, devastating power of the bomb shook the world with
dramatic intensity, and its potential flirther use after the
termination of World V/ar II has led into the present imeasy
» ait .
11 Waldemar Kaempffert, "The Story Behind the Atomic Bomb,"
Science Xigest
,
IS: 17-19, October, 1945.
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period commonly called the atomic a*ge. Regarding;; the homh’
s
potential, as seen in an article considering the physical
effects of the atomic homh on people, there is the statement
that: "If our next enemy set one off within a few miles of you,
you could he killed either hy the initial blast, hy tine 1,000
mile -xier-hour winds which result, hy the scorching heat, or hy
13
radioactivity which exists at the moment of explosion. " The
threat of atomic homhs carried hy supersonic rockets is so real
and undeniable, that President Truman^s Air Policy Commission
has reported that at any date after J’anua.ry 1, 1953, this
country is liable to "••• mass destruction .»• from an onslaught
LAhy transpolar or transocean supersonic planes and missiles
”
15
Along this line, a new civilian defense unit will he set up to
protect against total destruction in atomic warfa>re and super-
vised hy the newly-created Secretary of Defense.
Statements of this kind are repeated because they keynote
the atomic age in v/hich young scientists are planning their
future. The attitudes of these people are largely derived from
the type of environment, and in the larger sense the a,ge in
vfhich they are living.
13 "What an Atomic V/ar Would he Like," Science Digest . 19:9,
I^rch, 1946 •
14 United Press dispatch, PM. January 14, 1948 .
15
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Literature on 'biolofiical warfare . There are three targets,
1
reported Chester, in this type of warfare: raen, livestock,
and crops. He suggested that, "In the event of another war,
the American v/heat crop could he devastated hy enemy introduc-
17tion of foreign races of stem rust." However, if atomic
¥ra,rfare could he decisive in a matter of Y/eeks, then biological
v;arfare with plant diseases would he much too slow to he
effective »
Lr^^en^t reported that the Chemical Warfare Service now
has a crystalline-toxin which is so poisonous, that if an ounce
were thoroughly dispersed, it would kill everybody in the U. S.
a.nd Canada. This is the dreaded hotulinus toxin, the existence
of Ydiich has been affirmed by liaj . Genera.1 Alden H. Waitt
,
1 R
chief of the C. ¥. S.
A recent article on 'chain react ion^^ showed tliis to he
equally as dangerous as the atomic bomb, and reported:
A brewery in any small country could be a germ
warfare arsenal- in disguise. Distilleries in the
United States tm*ned their fermentation processes to
growing the molds that produced penicillin and
strex^tomycin. In the same way, harmless looking
breweries and distilleries could^tum secretly to
20
mass production of deadly germs.
is K. Starr Chester, "Will Bacteriological Warfare Include Plant




., p. 478 .
18 Mysterious War Poison," 3c ience Digest ,20s 69 ,December, 1946 .
19 *Deadly Chain Reaction, ” Sc ience Hews Letter^, 51: 3 42
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Further, a report by Rear Admiral Sllis II. Zacharias
,
U. S.IT, (ret.) stated that “a single milliliter of the highly
infectious psittacosis (parrot fever) virus could kill twenty
million men. This virus can be produced cheaply in bulk b^/- a
small laborator3'‘ anywhere in the world.
This consideration of the potentialities of atomic and
biological warfare leads to the social aspects involved, in
which pertinent statements suggesting the socio-science inter-
dependence are considered.
Literature on soc ial aspects
.
The import of the social
aspects of atomic energy has been recognized in an article
reporting a proposed award by the Society for the Psychological
3tud3)- of Social Issues to "the individual or group contribut-
ing .»» the best action-related research in the field of the
social implications of atomic energy.** Already completed has
been a study closely allied with the problem of this thesis;
the methods instrument was a poll of 6,000 U. 3. citizens con-
cerning the effect of the atomic bom.b on their attitudes towa,rd
international relations. Among the attitudes uncovered were
that 50fo of the people said they were *'not worried" by the bomb,
21 Time
, 50:28, November 17, 1947.
22 Kenneth J. Rehage, "The Social Implications of Atomic
Energy," The Elementary School Journal , 47:547, Jime , 1947 .

even though some of these were among the who believe there
p
is a real danger that it will he used against the United States,
In a poll conducted hy the Institute of Student Opinion
under the sponsorship of Senior Scholast ic magazine to see what
high school students thought of sharing the atomic homh, in-
dividual ballots were cast by 142, 204 high school students all
over the United States. The results showed that, "T\7o out of
every three high school students think the United States should
not share the atomic bomb secret with other nations. This
v/ould seem to be conclusive evidence of the trend of thought of
the American high school student, but individuals of this four-
teen to seventeen year age group do not generally have the
mature objectivity with which to vjeigh evidence on both sides
and so derive societally-approved attitudes. In this case,
their majority opinion may be shared by many mature individuals,
but the high school student’s attitude will have been re-shaped
and modified many times over until the young adult is ready to
take his place in society and make his presence felt through
votes and opinions.
23 '*Hov7 U. S. Citizens React to the Bomb,” United nations
World , 159, October, 1947.
24 ”Bont Share the Bomb," Senior Scholastic, 47:29, January
21, 1946.
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2.5A keenly penetrating analysis of the socio-science re-
lationship, written in 1917, has a wealth of profound observa-
tions which are currently applicable. A pertinent statement in
this regard suggested that:
Back of the material changes ••• that modern
invention is bringing stand the social ideals that
have guided man^s crude nature into the path of
achievement where he now stands. ITot in the stimulat-
ing of competition and war, but in the further realiza-
tion of social idealism in the making actual of ideals
of brotherhood, and in the aesthetic achievements of the
social arts, is the path of further progress
This vein of thought was continued, ajid a prognostic view,
remarkably accurate for the period in which it was vj^ritten con-
cluded, "Let us not doubt that the harmony of world socializa-
tion v/ill yet be achieved. We cannot balk the forces of evolu-
tion; we can only determine whether wisdom shall bring the
consummation relatively quickly, or Aether it shall be reached
through the reaction from further v/orld war.'*^*^
Kingsley, 28 considering studies made of the attitudes
of students toward war, described the emotional conflicts of
some students who had always been taught the ways and virtues
<^5 G-eorge R. Davies* Social Environment (Chicago: McClurg and
Co., 1917), 149 ppT ’
Z6 Ibid ., p. 76.
27 Ibid*
, p. 81.
28 Howard L. Kingsley, The nature and Conditions of Leaming




of peace vdaen abruptly told that they must fight and kill* '*
"Others," he concluded, "not being able to escape from years oft
training, entered upon their duties v/ith resentment against
virar, but C^ere] sustained by ••• a faith in the possibility of
an enduring peace, and confidence in their ability to manage in
the future, the affairs of the nation more successfully than
29
their elders had done it'i It is this confidence that each
new generation seems to possess in abundance which engenders
the positive attitude many of these individuals have toward
their future.
30
A practical philosophical viev7 was stated by Brightman,
\;dao offered this summary of science and society in regard to
civilizations
The growth of mechanicaj., science has _^freed man
from superstition and opened his eyes to the facts
of nature. It has given him vastly increased power
over nature and his fellow-man. But this power is
greater than he knows how to use. A thoughtful
European observer. Professor George Melilis, has re-
marked that civilization is dying of its own beauty.
If philosophy has no more to offer civilization than
can be contained in mechanical formulae, she is but a
symbol of the helplessness and futility of human life.
Mechanical knowledge doubtless makes possible the con-
trol of nature; but such knowledge contains no principle
indicating how it ought to be used.^^
29 Ibid., p. 434.
30 Edgar S. Brightman, An Introduction to PhilosoiJhy Chew Yorks
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In this regard, scientist Harlow Shapley of Harvard
recently called for a "pattern for survival," Dr, Shapley
questioned the emphasis on the '^glories of life in an atomic
age and ,,» scientific achievement unless v/e set up this over-
all pattern for survival," He suggested international scien-
tific cooperation as " possible model for this pattern," add-
ings ", ,, science is only a small part of the whole; it can
33
only be a beginning,"
To conclude the general social aspects of destructive
scientific achievements, the individual and his attitudes, and
the social environment, a comprehensive analysis by seventeen
authors was consulted. This volume, aptly titled One World or
Hone includes articles by such scientists as Compton, Ein-
stein, Langmuir, and Oppenheimer, It wisely states the probleii^
not the solution; any pretentious attempt to solve a problem of
this complexity would be of little value now, although the key-
note of a possible solution is seen in the title and constant
reference to the necessity of "one world,"
The literature cited has indicated the positions of educa-
tion, science, and sociology on the socio-science relationship,
32 Associated Press dispatch. The Boston Globe ,April 24, 1948.
33 Log , cit*
34 Dexter iSasters and Katherine Way, Editors, One World or Hone
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but the attitudes of the science students who will take over
responsible positions in all areas of science including atomic
and biological research, has not been determined*
The attitudes of these individuals are of significant im-
port; their determination of necessity to the nation
*ift¥0 I-f.iv/ oxfv/ aorr^ioc © rJ’ lo Jucf
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\
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CHAPTER III
MATERIALS AND UtETHODS USED IN THE STUDY
The real detonator of atomic and biological weapons is
explosive human behavior. The neutralization of this detonator'
can best be accomplished through education. The individuals usee
in this study have had considerable science education, which
should have taught them the importance of man oven with the
presence of weapons which tend to dim the importance of the
individual,
I, MTERIALS
Measurement of attitudes can never be wholly accurate and
inflexible because of the constantly varying human element.
However, an extensive survey of attitudes designed to draw out
the nature of the individual's attitudes was administered as th4
experimental factor in this problem. Destructive scientific
achievements were chPsen because of their vital concern to our
immediate future, and their significant and definable effect on
attitudes. The following shows how they were selected: destruct*^
ive achievements effective against military personnel alone wer^
considered and discarded as weapons of immediate concern to
participants, and of littleeor no definable effect on the
attitudes of the group to be studied. The criterion decided
upon for the selection of destructive achievements was
Ill fimAHO
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the weapon’s potentiality to destroy civilization in a single
|
concerted attack. This criterion assured a high degree of
j
definable effect on the a.ttitudes of thinking individuals
toward the continuation of our civilization. Thus, the follow-
ing destructive scientific achievements were chosen: the i
atomic bomb, stem rust, 'chain reaction' of germs, botulinus
|j
toxin, and psittacosis. The last four may be grouped as
j
biological or germ warfare, and so the destructive scientific
[




The survey of attitudes instrument . The face sheet of the
5-page survey instrument consisted of a short paragraph of in-
structions emphasizing that honest opinions are called for in
subsequent responses. The fact that this survey wa.s not a test
was specifically stated; tests imply measurement of knowledge
and correct or incorrect responses, -^tiile in a survey of
attitudes there is no such thing as a right or wrong answer.
Name, age, and similar background data wer^voided to elicit
freer responses.
To lessen the possibility that some individuals may have
had varying amounts of background information on the atomic
bomb and biological warfare, a brief statement of facts con-
cerning these weapons, as derived from literature on the sub-
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body of the survey instrument. V/hile this statement of facts ,i
describes only the consequences of the use of these destruc-
|j
tive achievements, this can not be called a negative condition-;
er of attitudes for the following reasons: the problem was to i
note the effects of these weapons on the attitudes of the
j
students; thus, a knowledge of the results of their use was '
I
necessary for the formation of realistic attitudes based on
i
I
facts. Although these facts are unpleasant and negative in
|
tone, they nonetheless exist and must be considered. Further,}
attitudes based on facts, whether positive or negative, are
never conditioned attitudes.
The survey instrument per se consisted of two parts:
Part I, comprising fifteen statements designed to elicit the
positive or negative attitude pattern; and Part II, in which
specific ideas, plans, and decisions of the students vdiich
resulted from the existence cf the destructive Y^eapons and the
possibility of their use were called for.
Part £f the s urvey of attitudes instrument. This was a
section containing fifteen statements, each one of which,
excepting three statements to be grouped and scored with Part
II, was either positively or negatively worded. A positively
v/orded statement was one which was phrased in such a manner as
to suggest that agreement with it Implied the student ^s
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positive attitude toward the continuation of our civilization,
v/hile disagreement implied a negative attitude toward the con-
tinuation of our civilization because of atomic and biological"
weapons, and resultant lack of confidence in his future.
Similarly, agreement with a negatively worded statement im-
|1





Each of the fifteen statements was followed by five
degrees of opinion;^ they ranged from the extreme pole of
probably false, to possibly false, no opinion (undecided),
|
I
possibly true, and to the other extreme pole of probably true.
Arbitrary use of the absolute true and false was avoided, sincq
the bulk of the statements were hypothetical or prophetic and
not true and false, which implied right and wrong. However,
the varying degrees of true and false which were used here in-
dicated the desired subjective opinions which would reveal
attitudes
.
The three statements previously mentioned to be grouped
and scored with Part II were statements two, eleven, and four-
teen. These statements would not reveal a positive or negative
attitude toward the continuation of our civilization, a.nd
should have been originally grouped v/ith Part II or eliminated.
However, instead of discarding them, they were grouped and
scored v/ith Part II, ^ere they served to more clearly delineate
r >
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the attitude pattern through the supplementary opinions they
elicited.
As previously stated, the fifteen statements (now twelve)
in Part I were designed to create an over-all attitude pattern,
hut statements one and thirteen were actually the pith of the
attitudes instrument; they were the statements which directly
elicited the positive or negative attitudes toward the continua
tion of our civilization as worded in the statement of the
problem. However, they v/ere not weighted more heavily in the
results tha,n the o ther statements of Part I which were designed
to supplement and more clearly delineate the attitude pattern
set by the responses to statements one and thirteen.
Part II of the survey of attitudes instrument . This was a
personal section designed to supplement the positive or
negative attitudes revealed in Part I, and consisted of four
questions (one, three, four, five), and a statement that ms
to be completed (two). For puriDoses of scoring, as well as
reasons previously described, statements two, eleven, and four-
teen of Part I were grouped with Part II. Of the original Part
II, excluding the three statements of Part I, statement two and
question five were concerned with the possible influence of
atomic development on student choice of science, and present
plans for their future in science, Q,uestions one, three, and
four were designed specifically to determine a degree of though
I?;
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and jDarticular]^ overt activity resulting from the existence of
the atomic bomb and biological warfare. This was an objective
method (question and listed responses) of determining the sub-
jective activity which in some cases resulted.
II. METHODS
Group used . The students used in this survey were advanced
college science students at the junior, senior, and graduate
levels in the fields of physics, chemistry, and biology. Ad-
vanced students were selected for the survey for two reasons:
first, they are at this stage definitely committed to science,
and their use as science students and later as scientists is
therefore valid; secondly, the nature of science demands mature
objectivity. This objectivity in weighing evidence is only
gained with advanced studies, and is the first step in formula-
ting an Attitude.
The number of students used in this survey totaled 227,
and were distributed among three Ivlassachusetts higher institu-
tions as follows: Boston University, 10 3; ITassachusetts In-
stitute of Technology, 56; and Harvard University, 68. The
Boston University total of 103 included ten female students, and
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology total of 56 included
five female students. One of the Technology students used in
this survey, a graduate student in chemistiy, was formerly with
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the TJanhattan (atomic homb) Project as a chemist. This brings
a vital force to this problem, with views and attitudes based
on actual experience associated with the atomic bomb.
Comparison among the three institutions to determine
relative degrees of positive or negative attitudes among their
j
students lias no bearing on the present study, but is another
i
I
problem including evaluation of teaching methods and similar
ii
factors. The value of this study is not derived through com-
|
parison, but in its presentation of certain attitudes which
young scientists are bringing to science, and thus important
to the nation.
The attitude patterns of the group studied will show the
distribution of responses, and will be interpreted in the light
of relative degrees of the positive or negative attitudes towarc
the continuation of our civilization. It is hoped that the
availability of the results of this study will stimulate the
utilization and discussion of topics of atomic energy and
biological warfare at the high school level.
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Although the individuals used in this study could
logically be grouped as advanced science students, they in- |
dividually represent conflicting patterns of influences, beliefs!
and values, all of which affect their attitudes. Therefore,
|
the group pattern for each statement which materialized out of
this survey did not always present strong degrees of positive
or negative response, but tended in some cases toward con-
servative degrees of possible agreement or disagreement.
Nevertheless, this moderate trend is logical, since the atti-
tudes are directed toward a situation which does not exist in
concrete form, but simmers and awaits direction. This situa-
tion, the continuation of our civilization despite atomic and
biological weapons, does not lend itself to scientific analysis
and processes as we know them, but to socialized concepts.
Method of scorln-^ Part For a survey of attitudes of
this type, in -^diich each statement has five responses which
may be checked, Murphy and Likert^ describe a sigma scoring
method. Briefly, the sigma deviations were alv/ays taken from
the mean, using Table of Thorndike’s Tables, which ”...
assume that one hundred per cent of the cases fall between
1 Gardner Murphy and Rensis Likert, Public Opinion and the
Individual {New YorktHarper and Bros.,i9cbl, p. “^CTT"
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- 3 and + 3 sigma. The values given in the table are the
average sigma values of intervals represented by the stated
2
percentages, the origin considered to be at the mean.** How-
ever, they go on to describe a simpler method of scoring which
3
correlated very "vrell with the sigma method (+.99)
I
In this method of scoring, ’jvhich ms the method of scoring
j
used in this survey, values are assigned "from 1 to 5 to each of]
i!
4the 5 different positions on the 5- point statements.'* Thus,
in a posit ively-worded statement (implying confidence in the corj'
tinuance of our civilization) a response of probably false was !
assigned a value of one, possibly false was assigned a value of
i
I
two, no opinion or undecided was assigned value of three, >
possibly true was assigned a value of four, and the extreme
agreement of probably true was assigned a value of five.
Similarly, in a negat ively-worded statement (implying lack of
confidence in the continuance of our civilization), a response
of probably false was assigned a value of five, possibly false













v/as assigned a value of four, no opinion or undecided was assigned
a value of tliree, possilDly true was assigned a value of two, and
extreme agreement with a negative statement, probably true, was
assigned a value of one. It will be seen that no opinion or un-
decided always carried a value of three, or midway between the
two poles.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, statements two,
eleven, and fourteen of Part I did not contribute to the atti-
tude pattern, but were supplementary to this pattern in provid-
ing a clearer background to the opinions indicated on the other
twelve statements. These three statements were grouped and
scored with Part II of the survey.
Comments regarding the statements were not called for in
this objective survey, but were added in a few cases, and they
will be reported as a further aid to the understanding of the
group’s reasoning and attitudes.
Excluding statements two, eleven, and fourteen, the remain-
ing twelve statements (nos. 1,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,12,13,15) were
scored separately in the following manner: the nature of the
statement was first determined; a statement was considered
positive if it directly implied confidence in the continuance of
our civilization even with the presence of atomic and biological
weapons, and a statement was considered nega,tive if it directly
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implied lack of confidence in the continuance of our civiliza-
tion because of the presence of atomic and biological 'jreapons.
As previously stated, statements one and thirteen were the key
statements in actually stating the problem, and although not
given greater weight in tabulation, they are worth noting as
pertinent information.
The total response for each of the five possible positions
to be checked on each statement was tabulated, and will be seen
in Table I. Each position was multiplied by its appropriate
value, as determined by the positive or negative nature of the
statement. The actual score showing the relative degree of
attitude was derived by adding the total scores of all five
positions, and then dividing this by 227 (the total number of
students used in survey as well as total response for each
statement). This was in line with the method of scoring
previously described, which explained that ... "since the number
of statements was the same for all individuals, the sum of the
' 5
numerical score rather than the mean was used.'*
The resultant score had a possible range of 1.00 to 5.00;
thus, a hypothetical score of 4.48 on a positive statement
(values assigned from probably false [ll "to probably true
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while the same score of 4,48 on a negative statement (values
assigned from probably false to probably true Cl would
shorn disagreement with a negatively-worded statement, and thus
also indicate a positive attitude. Similarly, a hypothetical
score of 1.53 on a positive statement (1 to 5) would show a high
degree of negative attitude, while the same score of 1,53 on a
negative statement would show disagreement with a negatively-
worded statement (5 to l) and thus also indicate a negative
attitude. It will be seen from the above that, under this
method of scoring, a score from 3,01 to 5,00 would indicate
positive attitude and 2,99 to 1.00 negative attitude regardless
of \ihether the statement was positive or negative, since the
value of 5 always was assigned to the positive end in both
cases
,
Results of Part I. The following tables were designed (l)
to show the total response to each of the five choices on each
of the twelve statements of Part I; (2) to show the responses
multiplied by the assigned value, depending on inhether the
statement was positively or negatively worded; and (3) to
present a score from 1.00 to 5,00 derived through adding the
sums of the total responses multiplied by the value for each
response, and dividing by 227. These resultant scores were
used as the basis for subsequent interpretation of results.
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DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO THE TlilffiLVE












1 149 27 1 45 5
EH 3 117 65 1 28 16
4 28 9 15 82 93
w 5 93 42 13 37 42
6 40 27 27 74 59
s
7 59 42 28 45 53W 8 173 25 20 6 3
EH 9 44 23 37 53 70
C 10 97 36 29 28 37
EH 12 188 17 8 8 6
Xjj 13 19 22 20 89 77
15 110 42 15 29 31
RESPONSES (TOTAL: '^.^1 )
NOTE: STATEJiIBNTS 2, 11, and 14 WILL EE GROUPED AND
SCORED WITH PART II OP THIS SURVEY.
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_! results » The response to each statement,
an analysis of the response, and a conclusion for each state-
iiffint in the light of the problem, all amplified with student
comments anent several of the statements will constitute the
summary of the results of Part I; interpretation and conclu-
sions will be dealt with in the next chapter.
STATEMShT OliE ; **The atomic bomb will wipe out all traces
of our civilization within a few years.'*
Mature of statement t The nature of this statement
was negative and its large negative response made
the score for the statement 4.18 out of a possible
5.00.
Analysis of response ; This indicated a high degree
of lack of concurrence with a negative statement,
and thus showed that the group to a strong degree
does not believe the atomic bomb will destroy our
civilization within a few years.
Conclusion for statements This clearly indicates a
positive attitude toward the continuation of our
civilization and an expression of student confidence
in their future.
Student comment; none
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STATSivIBlTT THREE: '•There is little an individual can do
about what is going to happen to this world, even if he
organizes into strong groups which can voice opinions.”
Nature of statement ; The nature of this statement
was negative, and its large negative response made
the score for the statement 4.05 out of a possible
5.00.
Analys is of response ; This indicated a high degree
of lack of concurrence with a negative statement,
and thus showed that the group to a. fairly strong
degree believes that the individual can make his
presence felt and take part in shaping world affairs.
Conclusion for statement : This indicates a positive
attitude toward the continuation of our civilization
in its implication that individuals dictate the
pattern of events.
Student comment : possibly false - "He can imder
U. S. type democracy."
STATEMENT FOUR: "Writing to the congressmen who help to
shape our foreign policy is worthwhile."
Nature of statement : The nature of this statement
was positive, and its moderately positive response
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Analysia of res ponse ; This indicated a moderate
degree of concurrence with a positive statement,
and thus showed that the group to a moderate degree
believes that, as an active manifestation of the
previous statement, the writing to congressmen is a
worthwhile individual contribution to better inter-
national harmony.
Conclusion for statement ; This indicates a positive
attitude toward the continuation of our civilization
in its emphasis on individual endeavor as an expressi4|n
of confidence in the future.
Student comment s none •
STATELIBITT ?IVS s "The existence of the atomic bomb and the
possibility of germ warfare means that the present time
is the last chance for one united worlds'*
nature o f statement ; The nature of this statement
was negative, and its negative response midv/ay be-
tween no opinion and possibly false made the score
for the stater/ient 3,47 out of a possible 5,00,
Analysis of response s This indicated a fairly
moderate degree of lack of concurrence with a
negative statement, and thus showed that the group
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atomic bomb and germ warfare mean th.at the present
time is tlie last chance for one united vmrld.
Conclusion for statement ; This indicates a positive
attitude toward the continuation of our civilization
in its implication that we may achieve a united world
without these weapons ever being used to force a
showdovm of a. situation vhich should be arrived at
through rational processes.
Student comment : possibly true - "In the civilization
we know, at least."
S TATS!.IBiTT SIX ;** The United Nations has a good chance of
succeeding if, instead of conflicts, points of agreement
among nations are emphasized."
Nature of statement ; The nature of this statement was
positive, and its slightly moderate positive response
made the score for the statement 3.37 out of a,
possible 5.00.
Analysis of response: This indicated a slightly
moderate degree of concurrence v/ith a positive
statement, and thus showed that the group to a
slightly moderate degree believes that the United
I^ations has a good chance of succeeding if, instead
of conflicts, points of agreement among nations are
emphasized.
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Gone lusion f or statement t Tliis indicates a positive
3^
attitude toward the continuation of our civilization
in its expression of confidence in the potential
ability of the United Nations to succeed as an in-
strument working toward international cooperation and
world peace* This also supports the corollary of tne
group’s expression of confidence in their future*
Student comment i possibly true - ‘Debate and com-
promise backed by potential strength must reign until
all parties gain confidence and experience in working
together*
”
STATEI'ENT SEVEN ; "The United Nations will never work un-
less it has a strong military force viiich will use the
atomic bomb, if necessary, to keep every country in line."
Nature of statement i The nature of this statement was
negative, and its extremely moderate negative
response made the score for the statement 3.04 out of
a possible 5*00*
Analys is of response ; This indie a.ted a, slight degree
of lack of concurrence with a negative statement, and
thus showed that the group to a slight degree does
not believe that the United Nations must utilize the
threat of the atomic bomb to create international
harmony*
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Cone lusion for 3 tatement ; This indicates a positive
attitude toward the continuation of our civilization
in its implication that pimitive measures will never
"bring a"bout the willing cooperation which is neces-
sary to world peace.
Student comment s pro"ba"bly false - "The U, E". v/ill
never work until it becomes a v/orld government in
fact ,
"
STAT3H5ITT 3IGHT ; "Since most of our present social en-
vironment is bad, some good may coine of the atomic bomb





The nature of this statement
was negative and its large negative response made the
score for the statement 4,58 out of a possible 5,00.
Analysis of response ; This indicated a very high
degree of lack of concurrence with a negative state-
ment and thus showed that the group to a strong de-
gree does not believe that the atomic bomb would
have va,lue in foraing the creation of a new society,
Conclus ion for statement ; This clearly indicates a
positive attitude toward the continuation of our
civilization in its implication that when all people
constantly strive to improve society it is a strong
if
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positive approach; negative approaches usually
engender negative results.
Student comraent : none
.
STATEIvIBlTT ITIilS: "It is not the social environment, hut
the people living in it who determine the patterns in
v/hich events vri.ll take place."
nature of statement ; The nature of this statement was
positive, and its slightly moderate positive response
made the score for the statement 3.36 out of a possihL<i
5.00.
fuialys is of response t This indicated a slightly
moderate degree of concurrence with a positive
statement, and thus showed that the group to a slight
degree believes that it is the people living in a
social environiiient vsho determine the patterns in
v/liich events will take place. A higher degree of
concurrence was obviated by the faiLure to provide the
statement that people’s behavior depends on their
environment, as was summed up in student corniiient.
Conclusion for statement
;
Triis indicates a positive
attitude tov/ard the continuation of our civilization
and confidence in the future through concurrence v/’ith
the thought that the individual still controls
weapons vfhich may destroy him, a.nd that it is his
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common sense which must guide their utilization
Student comment ; Probably true - "But the people
are to a large extent restricted by their past and
present environment. '*
STATSilBiTT lEIT : "The United States is the only country
tliat can be trusted vmth the atomic bomb, and to share
the secrets of its manufacture may be disastrous to us."
Uature of statement i. The nature of this statement
v/as negative, and its negative response midway be-
tween no opinion and possibly false made the score
for the statement 3.56 out of a possible 5.00.
Analysis of res oonse s This indicated a fairly
moderate degree of lack of concurrence with a
negative statemjent, and thus sho?;ed that the group
to a fairly moderate degree believes that other
coimtries are capable of being trusted with the
atomic bomb without using it on this or other
countries
.
Conclusion for statement ; This indicates a positive
attitude tomrd the c ontinua,t ion of our civilization
in its implication of a healthy, matured trust of
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student coi'iraent : probably false - "It may be just
as disastrous not to share it." possibly true -
"By sharing with less matured countries before they
have learned to live at peace would be disastrous.
oTAiailHllTT t "l?ate determines a large share of
everything tliat takes place, so we may as well resign
ourselves to probable destruction."
ITature of s tatement t The nature of this statement
was negative, and its very large negative response
made the score for the statement 4.64 out of a
possible 5.00.
Analy s i?i of response ; Tliis indicated an extremely
high degree of lack of concurrence with a negative
sta,tement, and thus showed that the group to a very
strong degree does not believe fate determines a
large share of everything that takes place, includ-
ing probable destruction from atomic and biologica.l
Yfeapons
.
Conclusion for statement : This clearly indicates a
positive attitude toward the continuation of our
civilization and an expression of confidence in the
future, as well as amplifying the conclusion that
the individua.1 in tliis study considers himself the
director of his own destiny.
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“Common sense and reason will' pre-
vail, and the atomic bomb and germ warfe>re will never be
utilized for destructive purposes."
ITature of statement t The nature of this statement
v/as positive, and its moderately positive response
made the score for the statement 3.81 out of a
possible 5.00.
Analysis of response s This indicated a moderate de-
gree of concurrence v^rith a positive statement, and
thus shows that the group to a moderate degree
believes that the atomic bomb and germ warfare will
f
never be utilized for destructive purposes.
Conclusion for statement
t
This indicates a positive
attitude toward the continuation of our civilization
and its resultant confidence in the future, in spite
of wear)ons vdiich are capable of shattering our
civilization.
Student cormaent ; none ,
STATIiI‘.SiTT PIFTS5IT : "¥ars and destruction among men are
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nature of statement ; The nature of this statement was
negative, and its moderately negative response ma>de
the score for the statement 3.76 out of a possible
5.00.
Analysis of resj onse s This indica^ted s. moderate degree
of lack of concurrence with a negative statement, and
thus shows that the group to a modera.te degree does
not believe that wars and destruction among
are unavoidable auid should be accepted as part of our
civilization.
Conclusion for statement : This indicates a positive
attitude to\7ard the continuation of our civilization
and confidence in the future, as well as the implica-
tion that wars can be avoided, and are not a necessaiy
adjunct to our civilization.
Each statement, together with student comments pertaining
to it, has been discussed and analyzed in the light of the
problem; to deteriRine the extent to vhich the atomic bomb and
biological Y/arfare influence the nature of attitudes of the
group studied toward the continuation of our civilization and
I
result a.nt confidence toward the future
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SCORE FOR STA^EIJSRT
Rank Statement no. nature of state- Score for
rnent statement
1 12 REGAT IV3 4.64
2 8 REGAT IVS 4.58
3 1 REGATIVB 4.18
4 3 REGAT IVS 4.05
5 4 POSITIVE CO.
6 13 POoITIVS 3.81
7 15 REGATIVE 3.76
8 10 REGAT IVS 3.56
9 5 1I3GATIVE 3.47
10 6 POSITIVE 3.37
11 9 POSITIVE 3.36
12 7 REGATIVE 3.04
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He thod of scor Part II . Part II of this survey was de-
signed as a corollary to the attitudes to he elicited in Part I,
It contained four questions and one stateraent v-diich were to he
answered in an objective manner hy liie checking of possible
answers plus tlie space provided for other ansv/ers to he speci-
fied. The three statements from Part I of the survey vjhich did
not contribute to the positive or negative attitude iJattern
(2, 11, 14) were grouped with Part II and scored in a similar
manner. The total of four questions and four statements of Part
II were scored hy d istrihut ing the responses sjmong the possible
answers and computing the percentage of respons:es for each
answer on the total basis of 227. The resultant percentages
lend themselves to more accurate interpretation of Part I
through their presentinga background pattern for attitudes and
possible future overt activity as a result of these attitudes.
Results of Part II . The following figure and table were
designed (l) to shovr a copy of the page of the survey containing
Part II, with responses and percentages for each answer filled
in; a.nd (2) to show the responses and percentages for each of
the five positions of statements two, eleven, and fourteen of
Part I
i”
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Distribution and percentages of responses
to Part II
Part II - Check the word or statement which best fits your situation,
1, Have you ever thought about the possible effects of the
atomic bomb and biological warfare on you and your
future life?




The rapid progress in atomic development was a factor in
your choosing science as your life's work,
a, because it opened vast new fields of researchCl7j,7,5^
b, because it demonstrated the control of science
over our lives.
c, because it seemed a thrilling type of work with
which to be associated, P, ,,
d, because it first called your attention to the im-
portance of science,
e, not at all,j(j4Q5) 90,3^
3,
Has the invention of the atomic bomb and the possibility
of its use made you hesitate to make any of the following
plans for your future?
a. marriage,
b. children.CiP.) 5 , 3/3
c. banking money ,(.3), 1,3^
d. further schoolingl J,).%4^^
e. owning your own home,C5J.1. 3/j
f. others (specify), (l9l) 84,2^3
g.
plan my future around a manufacturing center (7)
4, Has the invention of the atomic bomb and the possibility
of its use made you decide to make any of the following
plans for your future?
h, choice of company or
organization ut









changing residence to another section of this country
living abroad,0...
enlisting in the armed forces,.. Q,
remaining single.(.2)
.
if married, not to have children, 0^^
.
others (specify)^.9‘^®. (^0 S)
^ \fur tiler my schooling or stuay harder (5)
Which of the following represents your present plans
for your future in science?
5 , 37^





Foreign Study. P, , ,
Application of your field in science
to other types of work,(,44j, 19.4^
b. Change to another field in Science.CS), .9ffo
c. Change to a field other than science.
.
^1.) ,4^
d. Leave School, 9..
•
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BISTRIBUTIOIT AlIB PSRGJuNTAGES OE
RESPOITSSS TO 3TATSIERT3 2, 11, &
14 OF PART I
PROB^\BLY POSSIBLY RO OPIKIOR POSSIBLY PROBABLY
FALSE Fi'iLSE OR URIE-
GIBED
TRUE TRUE
2 (129) (31) (5) {i'fj (15)
56.8^^ •to(
—
1 2.2^^ 20,r/o G.efa






\2 4.8^ 19.8^ 19.0^ 34.8^5'
14 (186) (19) (11) (3) (8)
82*0f^ 00 • 4.8^ 1.3fJ 3.5?S
RESPONSE & lERGElTTAaE
ROTE: These three statements have been grouped
and scored with Part II, since they are background materia,!
like Part II, and do not directly contribute to the positive
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Sujgmary of Part II results » The response and percentage kjI'
response to each choice of the origins.l three questions and one
statement of Part II plus the three added statements of Part I
will constitute the sumraary of the results of Part II; inter-
pretation and conclusions will he dealt with in the next
chaijter
.
Part II was generally designed to determine overt activity
as a result of the existence of the atomic homh and biological
v;arfare; tlius
,
in line with the completely positive attitude
-o
derived through part X, there should only be a small degree of
intended overt activity as a result.
lUaSTIOh QIIS : Concerning the question "Have you ever
thought about the possible effects of the atomic bomb
and biological warfare on you and your future life?", the
distribution of response was almost equally betv;een "some-
times" (48. 9^^) and "often" (48.1^), v/ith the for
"never" and 2,6% for "constantly" serving to sway the bal-
ance in favor of often.
Cone lusion s The existence and potential utiliza,tion of
atomic and biological weapons has caused this thinking
group of students to consider the possible effects of
these v/eapons on themselves and their future life many
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STATE!.!B¥T Ti/O : "The rapid progress in atomic development
v;as a factor in yonr choosing science as your lifers work,"
v/as followed hy five possible responses, with "not at all"
receiving a response of 205 out of 22^7, for a percentage
of 90,3^. The reason 'Haecause it opened vast new fields
of research" received a response of seventeen, for a
percentage of 7.5?». Tliree students (1.3^) responded
"because it demonstrated the control of science over our
lives." Two students (.9/') responded "because it first
called your attention to the importance of science,"
Conclusion s The rapid progress in atomic development v/as
overwhelmingly not a faator in this group* s choice of
science as a life*s work. An obvious explanation vjould be
that nev/s of atomic energy and its potentialities wa,s
withheld from public consumption until after the dropping
of the first atomic bomb in August of 1945, At that time,
many of the group studied were in the armed forces, and
those in college at the time were either committed to
science for other reasons, not at all, or just beginning
a college program. Some of this la.tter group were among
the juniors who took this survey, and comprised the total
of 9,3^ which considered atomic development a factor in
,
their choice of science
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1UE3TIQH THREE ; This was designed to consider possible
oYert activity as a result of the atomic bomb, and wa.s
worded as follows: '‘Has the invention of the atomic bomb
and the possibility of its use made you hesitate to roake
any of the following plans for your future? "The response
of "none" was cited 191 times for a percentage of 84.
Others were "marriage" 3.5^, "children" 5.3/o, "banking
money" 1.3^, "further schooling .4/^, "owning your own
home" 1.3^, "plan my future around a manufacturing center**
3.1^, and "choice of company or organiza.tion at v/hich to
work" The liassachuse tts Institute of Technology re-
search assistant and graduate student in chemistry who was
a former Manhattan (atomic bomb) Project employee as a
chemist checked this latter response even though his over-
all attitude as elicited from Part I of the survey was a
score of 4.0 out of 5.0, or a positive attitude to a high
degree
.
Conclusion : Bearing in mind the positive attitude of the
group) on every statement of part I, this reveals con-
sistency, since oily 15.8^ of the group has even hesitated
to make plans for their future as a result of the atomic
bomb
r»v
'UIS3T IQIT ?OUR ; This was designed to consider definite overt
activity undertaken as a result of the atomic homb, and
was worded as follows; "Has the invention of the atomic
I
bomb and tlie possibility of its use made you dec ide to make
any of the following plans for your future?" A response
of "none" was cited 208 times, for a percentage of
Others were "changing residence to another section of this
country" 5.3^, "further my schooling or study harder"
and "rei'iaining single"
.9fj.
Conclusion : Tlie jjositive attitude of the group toward the
continuation of civilization, as revealed in the results ol
Part I, should engender a lov/ degree of expressed overt
activity. The total response of 8.4^ overt activity de-
cided on as a result of the a^tomic bomb is consistent with
this positive attitude,
Q.UEST lOH PIVS : This was designed to note what the group
planned to do with their science in the future, and Yfa,s
worded as follows; "‘ViThich of the following represents your
present plans for your future in science?" Response ^a*
was to "Remain in the same field in science and enter:"
included five possibilities: these were "teaching" 26,0%,
research" 37.9^, "graduate study" 15.0%, "foreign
study" 0%, and "application of your field in science
to other types of work" 19.4%, Other responses v/ere
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"cliange to another field in science'* *9^0, “chajige to a
field other than science**, .4%, ’’Leave school" 0^, and
"others (specify)'*, v/hich brought one response of medical
missionary
The three statements (i^, 11, 14) of Part I have been
grouped and scored with Part II by percentage of response.
STATS'IEirT T¥0: "Scientists will control the destiny of
the world because of their ability to create destructive
weapons .
"
Response to statement ; The response of "probably false"
was checked by 129 students (56*8^); the response of
"possibly false" was checked by 31 students (13.7^); the
response of "tlo opinion" or undecided was checked by 5
students the response of "possibly true" was
checked by 47 students (20,7/o); and the response of "prob-
ably true" was checked by 15 students (6.6%).
Conclusion s Tlie group to a moderate degree does not be-
lieve that the ability of scientists to create weapons whic
are capable of destroying our civilization has placed them
in a position to directly shape world policy. A logical
explanation of this is possibly because scientists no
h
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STAlBiJEITO EIE'VEIl ; *If called on to fight for this
country in another war, you would volunteer if you felt
that you really understood and believed in the reason
why another war might be necessary.**
Response to statement ; The response of '•probably false **
7/as checked by 49 students (21.6^); the response of
"possibly false" v/as checked by 11 students (4.8^); the
response of '*no opinion" or undecided v/as checked by 45
students the response of "possibly true" 7/as
checked by 43 students (19.0^); and the response of
"probably true" was checked by 79 students (39.8^a).
Conclusion ; The total of 53,8^for the two *true’ positions;
but only 26.4/a for the two •false
•
positions raises an
interesting point; the large undecided response of 19.8?a
indicates a group ?/hich either has not, v/ill not, or
hesitates to think about its role in the event of another
v/ar. Their suspended judgment in a matter whose con-
sequences are possible destruction for all indicates a
rational mind; do all you can to prevent war, but do not
approach it from the negative vieT/point (except noting its
consequences), which is remedial instead of preventive.
The total of 53.8^ in agreement v/ith the statement in-
dicates the group would be slightly in favor of volunteer-
ing if they understood and really believed in the reason
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v/hy another mr might he necessary. The restriction to
any valid conclusion in regard to tliis statement is the
large undecided group.
Student comment ; ‘*If another war starts, humanity has lost
its chance. Of course, then one would fight for self-
preservation. '
STATEI'IEITT FQURTRyitT s "Science and scientists diould he con-
demned for creating the atomic homh and biological v/ar-
fare.
Response to statement ; The response of "prohahly false"
v;as checked hy 186 students (82.0^); the response of
"possibly false" was checked hy 19 students (8.3^); the
response of "no opinion" or undecided was checked hy 11
students (4.8^); the response of "possibly true" was
checked hy 3 students (l.3fo); and the response of
"prohahly true" was checked hy 8 students (3.5^).
Conclusion s The overwhelming response in disagreement
with the statement (90. 3/^} clearly indicates the position
of the group in regard to science's role in creating
weapons which can destroy our civilization.
The logic of this reasoning is that although man now
has the forces to obliterate himself, it will only he
through his own folly that he will do so. The creators
of the forces are absolved of blame if man will not con-
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trol them. Then, too, military control and utilization of
destructive weapons has rendered not the scientists, but:
the military lia-ble to condemnation for any possible
utilization.
In the next chapter, the results will be interpreted in the
light of science education’s role, summarized, and finally
certain conclusions as derived from this study ?/ill be drawn;
the resultant amalgam of the attitudes of the group studied wil]
siiggest further study along these lines as work of importance
to the nation in the atomic age.
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Tlie existence of the atomic homh and biological warfare
has engendered positive or negative attitudes toward the con-
tinuation of our civilization. In the group studied, consisting
of 227 advanced science students, the nature of responses has
indicated degrees of these attitudes which were used as the
bd,sis for the forthcoming summary and conclusions.
Summary
. An analysis of the twelve statements of Part I
shows one striking fact: every statement received a score in-
dicating a positive attitude to varying degrees by the group
toward the continuation of our present civilization, in spite
of weapons which are capable of destroying this civilization.
The degrees of this positive attitude ranged from slightly
moderate (3.04) on statement seven, to extremely high (4.64) on
statement twelve, with the maximum positive agreement being a
score of 5.00. The response to statement twelve showed the
group to be in high agreement with man*s free will, and not the
negative fatalism school of thought. In regard to statements
three and four, concerning the part the individual and public
opinion play in the shaping of governmental policy and world
events, the moderately high degree of positive attitude of the.
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group is in accord with Bailey thorough consideration and I
evaluation of tlie positive impact of American public opinion on
j
the shaping of foreign policy,
j
Statements one and thirteen, which directly elicited the i|
nature of attitudes toward the continuation of our civilization
|
as worded in the statement of the problem, brought moderately
high (4,18 and 3,81) positive scores which indicated the group
to have a moderately high degree of confidence in their future.
In regard to Part II, the results have showed tiie extent
of the influence of the atomic bomb and biological warfare on
the personal life and preparation for the future of the group
studied, A composite student set up as a result of the
responses to Part II would be as follows s he thinks often about
the possible effects of the atomic bomb and biological weapons
on himself and his future life, but has not materially altered
any plans for his future as a result of the weapons, although h€
has hesitated slightly in certain plans; he chose science with-
out atomic development being a significant factor, and at the
present time plans to do research, with the possibility of
teaching or industry after that if research does not remain the
permanent phase of his career in science.
Conclusions
. Thurstone and Ghave^ have pointed out that
1 Thomas A, Bailey
,
The Ii3an in the Street (Uew York; The Mac-
millan Company, 1948 ) , 334 pp,
2 L.L. Thurstone, and E, J, Ghave
,
The Measurement of Attitude
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"The ineasurement of attitudes expressed by a man*s opinion does
3
not necessarily mean the prediction of what he will do," This
implies overt activity as the criterion for the strength of an
4
attitude. Thus, Slliott and llierrill state that, "The nature
of the attitude can be roughly measured by the character of the
R 6
overt activity it calls forth," Similarly, Allport believes
that, "An attitude characteristically provokes behavior that is
... affirmative or_ negative toward the object ... with which it
is related. This double polarity in the direction of attitudes
7
IS often regarded as their most distinctive feature." In re-
gard to overt activity as a result of an extremely negative
attitude, there have been newspaper reports of suicides by in-
dividuals v/ho left notes indicating they preferred this method
of death to the consequences of atomic and biological warfare.





4 IJabel A, Elliott, and Erancis S. Merrill, Social PisorKaniza-






6 Gordon 7/, Allport, "Attitudes, " A Handbook of Social
Psychology (Carl ’<7, Murchison, Editor; V/orcester, Massachu-
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its concomitant a clear indication of strong faith and con-
fidence in the future in spite of atomic and biological v/eapons.
Probable effects on sc ience education
. Vi/hat is to be the
function of science education in regard to the shaping of
attitudes which are partially derived and formulated through
classroom activity? This study has specifically considered
student attitudes tov/ard the continuation of our civilization;
concerning this and science education, the literature ranges
from the highly pessimistic philosophy of a race between
education and catastrophe, to the rational analysis that:
Science, vhth its products, ••• methods, and ...
ways of developing belief in facts, in truth, in de-
pendability, and in things that endure, is a major
determining element in our civiliza,tion. Science educa-
tion, therefore, seems imperative if society seeks
security. Yet science education cannot guarantee
security. Security rests not only in men’s knowledge
but in their characters. The will to do what is right
transcends knowledge of how to do what is right. Science
may contribute knowledge and understandings. Their ways
of working may exliibit the unprofitableness of errors,
but educated human chara,cter must assume the decisive role
in civilization’s future.®
The significant point in the discussion of the impact of
the destructive weapons on science education is so very basic
that it may be overlooked, but the point hits home and should
be considered carefully; that is, science education is only
8 Science Education in .American Schools , Porty-Sixth Yearbook
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facet with M\4iich to combat atomic and biological weapons and
their frequently negative effects on attitudes. Science educa-
tion must work with religion, society, and government to fight
any i^ossible negative attitudes toward the continuation of our
civilization by the mass of our populace, who are floundering
in uncertainty and anxiety, and must be buttressed by faith and
work. Science education alone cannot do this; the press, the
pulpit, and the roundtable discussion must share the burden and
stimulate man to broaden the areas of his thinking. But scienc
education has a unique task; it deals v/ith malleable person-
alities who are in the process of creating their individual
thought and behavior patterns, and who utilize the classroom
situation for a large share of their experiences.
To the advanced science student, science education would
raake a niaximuia contribution by presenting facts and suggesting
implications, but allowing the student to form his ovm atti-
tudes; i* e., present facts on atomic energy and its
potentialities, but do not influence student attitudes*
Reflective thinking by the student is the medium by which
he should formulate his own attitude; the essence of its worth
rests on the fact that the attitude has been personally derived.|
^reement with this suggests further implications; the
science instructor must be informed of the social implications
of the atomic bomb and biological warfare, and recognize their
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iinpor tance . Further, he should stimulate discussion of these
implications to make the student keenly avrare of all the knov/n
factors. Finally, lie should logically integrate the discussion
with existing social values. Each of these steps is an in-
centive to tiie advanced science student to formulate his own
hypotheses, conclusions, and finally derive the attitude
through reflective thought.
The results of this study suggest, in addition to the
previously discussed broader implications, further changes
vdiich should he made in science education.
SuA-/--;es ted chan/^es in science e ducation
.
(based on the
results of this survey)
.
1. Include a unit or topic on atomic energy
and biological warfare in the secondary
curriculum. Since this survey lias shown that
science students often think about the effects
of the atomic bomb and biological warfare on
themselves and their future life, the preparation
for reflective thought should be initiated in the
secondary school; as the students at this level
become increasingly aware of the implications of
atomic energy, they shonld have adsq_uate factual
instruction in this regard to serve as a worthwhile
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2. V/hile a minor percentage of science students
will attend college and devote their lives to
science, nevertheless science education has an
equal obligation to the majority who will never
enter the fields of science. This statement should
he ha.sed on the following premise: all of the
individuals who are affected hy science education
will enter society and make their presence known '
through votes and opinions; thus, the individual
v;ho studied science solely because it was a require-
ment or elective nevertheless will receive instnic-
tion on the potentialities of ^.^.tomic and biological
warfare and their social implications; and, the
positive or negative attitude xmttern which he will
contribute to society v/ill liave been nurtured along
vfith the attitudes of the i^otential scientist.
V/hile the attitudes of the group studying but not
entering science ma,y not be of as direct, vital
influence on this nation as are the attitudes of
the potential scientists, the instructor should
empliasize social imiolications to both groups, and
realize the powerful influence the general public
has in the shaping of our national policy.
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3. Science education should set-up and encourage
vigorous participation in v/orkshops devoted to
atomic energy and biological warfare from the
secondary level science clubs through collegiate
and graduate discussion groups. This would extend
its scope to interest i ndivi duals who may have
previously been unconcerned about what the indivi-
dual c ould d 0 .
4. The fields of science should roake available
trained lecturers (teachers, professors, research
personnel) to community roundtable discussions and
t
radio broadcasts to stimulate v/ider p=,rticipat ion
in the problem of atomic energy and biological
Y/arfare and their relation to the individual.
Television could be employed to trernendoiis advan-
tage in presenting facts on atomic energ^^’ s.nd
biological warfare through this visual aid medium
to a heretofore unreachable audience.
5. The slightly moderate positive response (5.36)
to statement nine of p£>.rt I of the survey instrument,
“It is not the social environment but the jjeople
living in it vdio determine the patterns in viiich
events will take place,'* suggests a. further task
for science educ at ion; point out hoYV the individual
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and the group may determine the patterns of
events, and constantly emphasize men’s free-will.
VAien science education has incul-cated into the
student a clear, working philosophy of man’s free
v/ill, Importance, and continued existence even with
the presence of atomic and hiological T/eapons, then
it lias rendered a great service to tlie individual
and to society; faith, planning, and vrorking with
confidence in tlie future will he the result.
6. The slightly moderate positive response (3.37) to
statement six of the survey instrument, ’’The United
Uations has a good chance of succeeding if, instead
of conflicts, points of agreement among nations are
emphasized,” suggests another task for science
education; when considering social implications,
ramify the discussion to include the structure and
function of the United Uations and ¥/hy this organ-
ization must succeed. There should he no limit to
the scope of socis.l implications; the instructor
must consider as his area, of ins true tion as m uch
of huiaan experience that is necessary to amiplify
tlie discussion a.nd whet the intellectual apxietite.
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7, In regard to statement two of Part II of the
survey instrument, "The rapid x’rogress in atomic
develoxjr<«nt was a factor in your choosing science
as your life's work," the nature of responses pose
certain implications for science educatibr; since
17 students (7,5^) in this surve:/ checked the ^
resx>onse "hecause it opened vast new fields of
research," this indicates that atonic energy riiay
initiate appeal for a moderate percentage of the
group to consider science as a life endeavor. It
is rea.sonahle to assimie that this would he opera-
tive to an even stronger degree in the secondary
school, -vdiere most students are still undecided
concerning future plans and life endeavor. If
this is the case, then tlie science instructor
should utilize the tremendous potentialities
connected with atomic de velopiiaent to encourage
v/orthy students to consider science and possibly
atomic energy as a life endeavor. As a corollary,
science education should resist any emphasis on
the glory or thrills of working on atomic pro-
jects, in line vd.th finding in this study that
no student chose science as his life's Y/ork because
atomic development had keynoted science as a tlirill-
ing type of work with v^hich to be associated, and
I (•,
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8, In regard to question three of Part II of the
survey instrument, '*Kas the invention of the
atomic hoirib and the possibility of its use made
you hesitate to make any of the following plans for
your future?'*, the nature of responses suggest
certain procedures for science education; the 8.8f»
response to 'haarriage" (3.5,^), and "children" (5,3/j),
indicates a moderate xjercentage of the group lias
allovred the devastating potentialities of atomic
and biological v/arfare to create hesitancy regarding
normal biolog' ical functions of man. Both as a. matter
of j.:ersonaL regard for the student and for the
nation, science instruction should show why nothing
should frustrate normal functioning, ideals, and
plans for the future vh-ich are the lie art of the modern
Aj^ierican family. The sociological pattern of human
relations in this country is built on the family
unit; science education must also make this clear
from the biological viewpoint.
9. In regard to question four of Part II of the
survey instrument, "Ha,3 the invention of the atomic
bomb and the possibility of its use made you decide
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tl]e nature of responses onoe again suggest certain
procedures for science education; the fact that
twelve students (5.3^) checked the response "chang-
ing residence to another section of this country"
means that science education should utilize i:>re-
ventative measures to stem any similar incipient
trend tov/ard a minority negative attitude of this
sort; these measures could be in the form of suggest-
ing more faith in the future and harder v/ork by the
individual to achieve a sustained positive attitude,
the strength of which would preclude the desperate
consideration of flight as a result of a negative
attitude. If the science instructor finds a similar
small negative tone running through tlie larger
positive attitude of tire group, he could break up
the class into small discussion groups, in vhich
other students of the group will point out to the
individual who has negative attitude tendencies
just why the majority feels as it does; this v/ill be
more effective then an instructor consciously or
unconsciously putting pressure on the student to
submit to the group’s majority opinion. Then, took
the objective previously mentioned of the stmn.ula-
tion of reflective thought can liardly be aided by
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insist iiig on the dissident oonforming to the |
majority; nor can this insistence he compatihle '
with the scientific attitude.
II
Tlie fact that five students (‘^•2^) checked |
li
i
the response "further my schooling or study harder"
as a definite result of atomic potentialities
suggests definite procedures to science education;
show the student why a maximum amount of education
is necessar;vr to the student and to the nation in the
atomic age. This atomic age has brought vrith it
new and increased demands on the individual; it is
a challenge and a respons ibility he cannot ignore.
Everyone’s attitude toward the continuation of our
on must be based on the belief that vie can abolish
war, because without that belief we will blo¥; ourselves and
OUT civilization into drifting dust. And, if intelligence can
create the means by vdiich all civilization as we know it can
suddenly end, that same intelligence, backed by the spiritual
and educa,tional forces of rnanking, can bring our technology
under control and make it the serva.nt and not the master of man,
S^gc'sstions for further s tudy
. Among studies which would
complemient and amplify the present study would be the follow-
ings Y/’ithin the next few years, determine the extent of the*
influence of atomic and biological weapons as the factor v/hich
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caused students to enter science; evaluate overt activity as
!
well as degree and direction of change over a certain period I
of time as a result of the tension accompanying atomic and
biological weapons v/hich will he possessed eventually hy other
nations; conduct a nation-wide survey to d etermine the relative
|
degree of attitudes on a regional basis; and finally, evaluate
i
the role of science education in regard to attitudes concerning
the atomic bomb and biological w arfare by determining the
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An Abstract of a Thesis
THE EEHSGTS OF THE aTOIHC BOIEB AllD
BIOLOG IGiiL V/AHBAKE OH THE ATTITUDES
OF GOLISGE SGIEHGS STUDEHTS
The scientists 'Viho create destructive weapons such as the
atomic bomb and biological warfare have helped to produce
positive or negative attitudes in most thinking individuals as
to the continued existence of our civilization. It was, there-
fore, the pLirpose of this study to determine the extent to which
the atomic bomb and biological v/arfare influence the attitudes
of the group studied, -vdiich consisted of 227 advanced college
science students at the junior, senior, and graduate levels in
the fields of chemistry, biology, and physics. The attitudes
engendered were a positive attitude on the one hand that our
present civiliza,t ion will continue in spite of the atomic bomb
and biological warfare, and a negative attitude on the other
hand that these destructive scientific achievements will fulfill
their potential and destroy our civilization.
The methods instrument used to determine the attitudes was
a survey of attitudes. This survey of attitudes instrument con-
tained (l) a statement of facts concerning the destructive
potentialities of the atomic bomb and several outstanding and
deadly forms of biological or germ warfare; (2) Part I, com-
prising fifteen statements designed to elicit the positive or
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negative attitude pattern; and (3) Part II, in vdiich. specific
ideas, plans, and decisions of the students which resulted from
the existence of the destructive weapons and the possibility of
their use were called for. The statements in Part I were fol-
lowed by five responses: probably false, possibly false, no
opinion, or undecided, possibly true and probably true. If the
statement was positively worded ( implying confidence in the con-
tinuation of our civilization)
,
the values used in scoring were
assigned in the following manner: a response of probably false
received a value of one, a response of possibly false received a
value of two, a response of no opinion or undecided received a
value of three, a response of possibly true received a value of
four, and a response of probably true received a value of five.
Similarly, in a negatively worded statement (implying lack of
confidence in the continuation of our civilization)
,
the values
were reversed; probably false received a value of five, graded
to the response of probably true, which received a value of one.
The total response for each of the five possible positions to be
checked on each statement was tabulated. Sach position was
multiplied by the positive or negative nature of the statement.
The actual score sho'vving the relative degree of attitude was
derived by adding the total scores of all five positions, and
then dividing this by 2.Z1 (total number of students used in the
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resultant scores for each stateinent of Part I ranged from 3,04
to 4.64. This indicated varying degrees of positive attitudes
toward the continuation of our civilization, and showed that
the group studied definitely had a positive attitude tov/ard the
continuation of our civilization, despite the atomic bomh and
biological warfare.
Part II was designed to supplement the attitude pattern
derived from the results of Part I by determining the number
and percentages of intended overt activity as a result of the
atomic bomb arid biological warfare. The results of Part II
were completely consistent with the results of Part I, insofar
as the positive attitude revealed in Part I had as its concomit-
ant a very low degree of intended overt activity as a result of
the destructive weapons. A composite student set up as a re-
sult of the responses to Part II would be as follov/s; he thinks
often about the possible effects of the atomic bomb and bio-
logical weapons on himself and his future life, but has not
iBaterially altered any plans for his future as a result of the
weax>ons, although he has hesitated slightly in certain plans;
he chose science without atomic development being a significant
factor, and at the present time plans to do research, v/ith the
possibility of teaching or industry after that if research
does not remain the permanent phase of his career in science.
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In the g*roup studied, the positive attitude has had as its
concomitant a clear indication of strong faith and confidence xr
the future in spite of atomic and biological weapons. Concern-
ing the function of science education in regard to the shaping
of attitudes which are partially derived and formulated through
classroom activity, there are several points to be considered:
first, science education must coordinate its activities with
religion, society, and government in resisting the frequently
negative effects of the atomic bomb and biological warfare on
attitudes; secondly, the individual science instructor must be
informed of the social implications of the atomic bomb and
biological warfare, and recognize their importance; thirdly,
the science instructor should stimulate discussion of these
implications to make the student keenly aware of all the known
factors and thus stimulative reflective thinking; and finally,
the science instructor should logically integrate the discus-
sion with existing social values. E@.ch of these steps is an in-
centive to the advanced science student to formulate his own
hypotheses, conclusions, and finally derive the attitude throng
reflective thought.
The conclusions based on this study have indicated a
positive attitude by the group toward the continuation of our
civilization and accomxjanying confidence in their future. This
attitude is imperative in the atomic age, because without it
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there is no reason to plan for future activity, and thus
renderi life worthless* Y/ith a strong positive attitude
indicating faith in man^s reason and common sense to end
destruction and wars before they destroy him completely, man
can continue on in the ways of education, peace, and a spirit
of goodwill; fulfillment of this means the continuance and
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A psycliolocical study of students’ attitudes
on public questions, with a retest five years
later. This is valuable for its thorough
discussion of methods of iiieasuring attitudes.
Certain information he re in Wc® used as a basis
for the construction and evaluation of the sur
vey used in this study .
’’l.'ys terious War Poison," Science I)i;‘-;e3t , 20:69, December ,1946.
A report of the lethal potentialities of the
botulinus toxin.
0 ’He ill, Ana Maria, Ethics for the At omic A;.;
e
. Boston: Meador
Press, 1948. 411 pp.
A moral treatise on suggested behavior patterns
of society in the present atomic age .
PM
.
(Hew York) January 14, 1948.
A suinmary of the report of the Air Policy
Commission regarding the tlireat to this country
of an atomic attack.








A review of influencing the
of students and faculty toward war
eluded sex, age, major studies,
service.
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'cix- j these in-
and military
Pradel, Gertrude, "Attitudes and Knowledge of Children Regard-
ing the Present World Crisis. Yforld War II."
Unpublished A.M. Thesis, Bosxon University
Graduate 3chool, 1944. 108 pp.
A study designed to test the extent of young
students’ knowledge of the events and person-




"The 3ocia,l Implications of Atomic Energy,"




This is a. short report on an award to be offered
in connection with research on the social
implications of atomic energy .
Sc ience Bducat ion in Arne r ic an Schools . Porty- sixth Yearbook
of the national Society for the Study of Educa-
tion, Part I, Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1947. 306 pp.

A survey of science education at the secondary
level, with, suggestions for its improvement
,
See pages 140-1 for the role of science educa-
tion in extending science toward greater social
values .
oiayth, Henry De Wolf, Atomic Ene r, -y for Llilitary Purposes ,
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1945,
264 pp.
The official report on the development of the
atomic 1)011111 under the auspices of the U, S.
government; excellent for background purposes .
Thurstone, L.L,
,
’’Attitudes Gan be ireasured", American Journal
of 3PC iolopy , 33:533, Janua-ry, 1928.
This describes the author’s method of measuring
attitudes
.
Thurstone, L.L., a.ndS.J. Ghave, The Measurement of Attitude .
Ghicago: University of Ghicago Press, 1937,
96 pp.
This book deals with the measurement of religioui!
attitudes, but a carry-over to ©tlier fields in
its measurements is intended
.
Time liapazine
, 50:28, ITovernber 17, 1947,
A summary of a report by Rear Admiral Ellis U.
Zacharias, U. 3. H. (ret.), on the destructive
possibilities of germ bombs containing either
botulinus toxin or psittacosis virus .
Toynbee, Arnold U.
,
Givilization on Trial . Hew York:
Oxfor 0 tJn i vers i ty Pre s's , T948, 263 pp,
A profound consideration in thirteen essays of
current problems- and the future of our Western
civilization, as derived through a, study of
history and broader perspective .




A summary of an address by Pr. Ure^^ in regard to
the responsibilities that the production of the
atomic bomb has XDlaced on scientific research
workers and on the American people*
7/eaver, Richard I!,, Ideas Have Gonseouences . Ghicago: University
of Ghicago j:’ress7 r94-^5,l"94 pp.

All attack 01 the illusion tliat our present
civilization is advanced. It diagnoses the
corrosion of our civilization, and suggests
methods which chaos may he prevented,
•^v’diat an Atomic V/ar \7ould he Like,” Science Li. es t , 19; 9 -12,
ilarch, 1946.
Tills describes the effects of the atomic bomh
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APZSl'IDIX

A SURVEY OF ATTITUDES
This Is not a test . There will not be any marks,, and
there is no right or wrong. Merely check your honest opinion
based on the following facts about the atomic bomb and bio-
logical warfare (which you may accept as true), and on any
other information you may ha've about these destructive scien-
tific achievements. When you check your answers
,
keen in mind
the facts by referring back to them.
Statement of Facts ; Atomic energy has many peacetime possi-
bilities which can help mankind considerably, but you must be
aware of and respect its destructive qualities. The atomic
bomb can kill you in at least four ways: if the bomb 'were
set off within a few miles of you, you could be destroyed by
the initial blast, by the 1000-mile-per-hour winds which re-
sult, by the tremendous scorching heat, or by the radioactivity
which occurs at the time of the explosion. Breaking up homes
and communities and disnersing underground would be the fate of the
survivors, who might never again see the sun and breathe fresh
air. Even so, people in bombproof shelters under six feet of con-
crete can be killed by certain rays from the synthetic radio-
actives sprinkled on the ground above.
As for biological (germ) warfare, the U. 3. Army Chemi-
cal Warfare Service has an innocent -looking crystalline toxin
(botulinus) so poisonous, that if an ounce were thoroughly dis-
persed, it would kill everybody in the United States and
Canada. However, this botulinus toxin must be swallowed to
have its deadly effect. Then there is the psittacosis (parrot
fever) virus, one milliliter of which could kill twenty million
individuals. Other countries are reported to be developing
similar and deadly poison germs.
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Part I - In each of the following, you are given a statement which
can be completed in any one of five ways. Check whichever
of the five most closely follows your own opinion»
1, The atomic bomb will wipe out all traces of our civi-
lization within a few years.
In your opinion, this statement is:
Probably False, ,, .Possibly False,.,, No Opinion. ... Possibly True. .. .Probably True.
2, Scientists will control the destiny of the world because
of their ability to oreate destructive weapons.
In your opinion, this statement is:
Probably False, ,. .Possibly False, ...No Opinion, ,,. Possibly True, .. .Probably True.
3, There is little an individual can do about what is going
to happen to this world, even if he organizes into strong
groups which can voice opinions.
In your opinion, this statement is :
Probably False, ... Possibly False,.,, No Opinion. ., .Possibly True. Probably True.
4, Writing to the congressmen w^o help to shape our foreign
policy is worthwhile.
In your opinion, this statement is;
Probably False, ,, .Possibly False,.., No Opinion. .. .Possibly True.. .Probably True,
5, The existence of the atomic bomb and the possibility of
germ warfare means that the present time is the last chance
for one united world.
In your opinion, this statement is:
Probably False, ., .Possibly False,, ..No Opinion. Possibly True. ., .Probably True,
6, The United Nations has a good chance of succeeding if, instead of
conflicts, points of agreement among nations are emphasized.
In your opinion, this statement is:
Probably False. ,, .Possibly False... .No Op ini on..., Possibly True. ... Probably True.
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7, The United Nations will never work unless it has a
strong military force which will use the atomic bomb, if




Probably False. .Possibly False.... No Opinion.. .Possibly True.
...
Probably True.
8, Since most of our present social environment is bad, some
good may come of the atomic bomb if it wipes out most of the
society, and forces us to start anew.
In your opinion, this statement is:
Probably False, ., .Possibly False.,,, No Opinion, ,, .Possibly True. .. .Probably True,
9* It is not the social environment, but the people living in




Probably False, ,, .Possibly False..., No Opinion. .. .Possibly True, ... Probably True,
10, The United States is the only country that can be trusted
with the atomic bomb and to share the secrets of its manu-
facture may be disastrous to us.
In your opinion, this statement is:
Probably False, ,, .Posdibly False,,. .No Opinion, ., .Possibly True, .. .Probably True,
11, If called on to fight for this country in another war, you
would volunteer if you felt that you really understood and believed
in the reason why another war might be necessary.
In your opinion, this statement iss
Probably False, ,, .Possibly False., ..No Opinion. . ..Possibly True. ... Probably True.
12, Fate determines a large share of everything that takes place,
so we may as well resign ourselves to probable destruction.
In your opinion, this statement is;
Probably False. ., .Possibly False,... No Opinion. ... Possibly True. ., .Probably True,
13, Common sense and reason will prevail, and the atomic bomb
and germ warfare will never be utilized for destructive pur-
poses.
In your opinion, this statement iss
Probably False, ,, .Possibly False.,,. No Opinion. ., .Possibly True. .. .Probably True,
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14, Science and scientists should be condemned for creating




Probably False, ,, .Possibly False,,.. No Opinion, .. .Possibly True. .. .Probably True
15, Wars and destruction among men are unavoidable and should
be accepted as part of our civilization.
In your opini on, this statement is:
Probably False, ., .Possibly False,.., No Opinion, ... Possibly True .... Probably True
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Part II - Check the word or statement which best fits your situation,
1, Have you ever thought about the possible effects of the
atomic bomb and biological warfare on you and your
future life?
never, , . , sometimes, , , , often constantly, ,
.
,
2, The rapid progress in atomic development was a factor in
your choosing science as your life’s work,
a, because it opened vast new fields of research,..,,
b, because it demonstrated the control of science
over our lives
c, because it seemed a thrilling type of work with
which to be associated
d, because it first called your attention to the im-
portance of science
e, not at all
3, Has the invention of the atomic bomb and the possibility
of its use made you hesitate to make any of the following
plans for your future!
a, marriage
b. children
c, banking money, , , ,
,
d. further schooling
e. owning your own home,,,,,
f, others (specify)
4, Has the invention of the atomic bomb and the possibility
of its use made you decide to make any of the following
plans for your future!
a, changing residence to another section of this country
b, living abroad
c, enlisting in the armed forces..,.,
d, remaining single,.,,.
e, if married, not to have children,...,
f, others (specify)
5, Which of the following represents your present plans
for your future in science?





Application of your field in science
to other types of work,,,,,,
b. Change to another field in Science
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